202
20 Vision –
The Unive
ersity of Iow
wa’s Sustaainability TTargets
Sustainab
bility must and
d will becomee a central priiority of all asspects of our university enterprise—ourr
operation
ns, our academ
mic mission, and
a our respo
onsibilities to the greater ssociety.
Presideent Sally Maso
on, Earth Dayy 2008

008 Earth Day speech, Prresident Masson challengged the Univversity comm
munity to
In her 20
integrate
e sustainability deeply in
nto our learn
ning, discoveery, and outrreach missio
ons. Similar ccalls
for an inccreased focu
us on sustain
nability in Un
niversity opeerations and
d academic aactivities were
issued byy the UI Facu
ulty Senate, the Board of Regents, a nd Governo
or Chet Culveer. The
Universitty’s new straategic plan, Renewing
R
th
he Iowa Prom
mise: Great O
Opportunitiees – Bold
Expectattions, identifies sustainab
bility as both
h a foundati onal commitment and a key strateggic
initiative.
This docu
ument, 2020
0 Vision: The
e University of Iowa’s Su
ustainabilityy Targets, bu
uilds on the
importan
nt work that has taken place
p
on cam
mpus since Prresident Mason’s 2008 sspeech and in
response
e to the sustaainability challenge. It iss the producct of planning and initiattives undertaaken
by hundrreds of peop
ple, includingg faculty, staaff and studeents, as well as UI admin
nistrators. Itt sets
out planss that have been
b
adopte
ed to pursue and expandd sustainabillity efforts in
n several keyy
areas of operations, research, ed
ducation, and outreach. This 2020 V
Vision is amb
bitious and
forward‐looking, and
d accomplish
hing the goals identified in this docu
ument will reequire conceerted
attention
n and significcant effort over
o
several years. Noneetheless, while the projeects and ideaas
identified
d in this document will be
b important foci of Univversity sustaainability effforts over th
he
next seve
eral years, 2020 Vision does
d
not cap
pture all thatt is being do
one, nor is it intended to
o
preclude the develop
pment of new initiativess and new pllans. To the contrary, byy stating these
medium‐‐term goals clearly
c
and forthrightly,
f
we aim to set a floor, not a ceiling, on institutio
onal
efforts to
oward sustaiinability.
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Our decade‐long commitment is reflected in the following Sustainability Strategies and Goals:
1. Become a Net‐negative Energy Consumer
The UI will employ energy conservation efforts, build LEED facilities, modernize aged
building systems and nurture a culture of conservation to reach the goal of consuming less
energy on campus in 2020 than consumed in 2010 despite projected growth.
Sampling of strategies to be pursued over the course of the decade:
• The UI will continue to update building design standards to lower the impact of growth.
• The UI will continue to pursue aggressive energy conservation opportunities.
• Campus divisions and departments will be incentivized to conserve energy.
• Building HVAC systems will be upgraded employing more energy efficient designs.
• Commissioning and Retro‐commissioning efforts will become standard practices.
• A branded energy conservation marketing effort will be developed and implemented.
2. Green Our Energy Portfolio
The UI will pursue a renewable energy supply strategy that optimizes long‐term supply and
fuel price stability while preserving an ability to test and take advantage of other potential
fuels. As we transition from our dependency on fossil fuels, we will increase the use of
biomass, geothermal, solar, wind, landfill gas, gasification and other emerging energy
alternatives to achieve the goal of 40% renewable energy consumption on the campus by
2020.
Sampling of strategies to be pursued over the course of the decade:
• Boiler #10 will be converted to combust biomass.
• The UI will develop a renewable energy supply strategy which optimizes long‐term
supply and fuel price stability – while preserving an ability to test and take advantage of
other opportunity fuels.
• Growth in main campus energy production will be based on natural gas in the near term
in a manner enabling the long‐term transition to the use of low Btu gas produced from
renewable sources.
• All energy consumed on the Oakdale Campus will be produced on that campus from
renewable sources, including landfill gas, gasification and direct combustion of biomass.
• Wind, photovoltaic and gasification will become increasing contributors to the fuel mix.
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3. Decrease Our Production of Waste
The UI will foster a culture oriented to reducing waste, increasing recycling, facilitating
composting of organic waste, and enhancing green purchasing practices to achieve our goal
of a 60% waste diversion by 2020.
Sampling of strategies to be pursued over the course of the decade:
• A comprehensive recycling program will be developed and initiated.
• The UI will modify its buildings to facilitate recycling.
• A branded marketing effort will be developed and implemented.
• Green purchasing practices, designed to reduce waste, will be implemented.
• Waste minimization practices will be incentivized and facilitated at departmental levels.
• Campus food service and composting operations will be retooled to both minimize and
capture food waste.

4. Reduce the Carbon Impact of Transportation
The UI will seek ways to reduce the vehicle miles traveled by single occupant vehicles,
employ increasingly efficient fuels and technologies, improve the greenhouse gas efficiency
of vehicles operated by employees and students, and seek net reductions and/or offsets in
University‐related air travel with the goal of achieving, by 2020, a 10% reduction in per
capita emissions of fossil fuel‐produced CO2 from University‐related transportation and
travel.
Sampling of Strategies to be pursued over the course of the decade:
• Carbon‐efficient fuels and technologies will be increasingly employed.
• The UI will implement vehicle management practices for passenger and freight systems
to improve the greenhouse gas efficiency of vehicles.
• Demand management programs will be expanded to reduce the vehicle miles traveled
by single occupant vehicles used for commuting or intra‐campus transportation.
• The UI will investigate a local offset program to address the greenhouse gas impacts of
University‐related air travel.
5. Increase Student Opportunities to Learn and Practice Principles of Sustainability
The UI will provide students with educational opportunities that elevate their knowledge of
and problem‐solving skills in environmental, social, and economic sustainability. These
opportunities will include career‐related certificate and/degree programs, internships, and
sustainability‐related research experiences. Sustainable practices will be incorporated into
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student campus activities, living and learning centers, food service, and health and wellness.
A student sustainability activity fund will be created to support these efforts. To build
leadership for a sustainable world, interdisciplinary internships for students will be
increased. To promote the understanding of sustainability principles through the study of
natural systems, the UI will enhance natural history activities and sustainability
programming.
6. Support and Grow Interdisciplinary Research in Sustainability‐focused and Related Areas
The UI will pursue international prominence in water sustainability education and research
by supporting interdisciplinary research, teaching, and service on issues of water
availability, water quality, the economic and health impacts of floods, flood control, water
conservation, rural economic development, and the linkages between emerging water
resource issues and global climate change. The UI will work to increase awareness in Iowa
about the shared value of Iowa’s water resources and the impacts of land use in river
watersheds. The water resource principles developed through sustainability research
programs will be adapted where applicable to the UI campus and its operations.
7. Develop Partnerships to Advance Collaborative Initiatives, both Academic and Operational
The UI will continue to create and nurture partnerships with communities, businesses,
government agencies and other educational institutions with the goal of understanding and
meeting the ever increasing need for environmental, social and economic sustainability. In
particular, the UI will work individually and collaboratively with Iowa businesses and
community colleges to meet the demands of supporting the workforce and economic
development needs of green industries in Iowa.

Announced by The University of Iowa President, Sally Mason, on Friday, Oct. 29, 2010, at the P. Sue
Beckwith Boathouse
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